
Why do I love waking up at the ranch?

The little wren that lives under my bedroom window wakes me in the 
morning.  The dog and the cat have been trying for about an hour, but 
that wren song will bring anyone up out of a sound sleep, and so I jump 
(well I used to jump), now I creak out of bed holding on to the bureau, 

pull on a pair of pants, and walk out 
behind the vines to where the buter-
flies beckon.

And behind the 
butterfly gate?  
                                                                                      
    Wild Plums 
    Ripening.

Up to now, I paid no atention to the wild plums, 
except for their fabulous blooms (see below) be
cause I have tasted plums.  Beautiful purply black things they are, but bitter, and with that faint cardboardy taste 
that fruits have when you pick them before they are ripe.  I didn’t much like them, and the wonderful peaches 
this time of year, if you can find someone who has a tree, are ambrosia to a farm girl.  I thought I didn’t like 
plums.

Was it the butterflies that cluster around and land on my shoulder?  Was it the redbird, watching from the nearby 
prickly ash?  Who tended these fruits, and pampered them and protected from varmints and bugs and fungi and 
what all?  Was it the bees in the spring?  The mosquitoes that rush to sip my juicy blood whenever I come near?

I reached out my hand to the juicy feast

  But Bitsy, helping with the   
  harvest, got there first.

I ate so many wild plums that my urine 
turned red and yet the trees offered more, 
so my mind turned back to the skills I 
learned at my mothers’ knee.

Our stove is at the studio, where the air now is filled with 
the sweet promise of cooking plums.  Enough for nearly the 
whole winter until we can do this again next June.  No invest-
ments, not even time, no pesticides, herbacides, fungicides 
in this Garden built by Mother Nature, and young plants are 
popping up all around.  Let me know if you want one.  They 
are pretty when they are little and gorgeous in the spring and 
juicy in the summer, but they do tend to take over if you let 
them have their way.


